The Company Sienta la Cabeza
with two hairdressers and a DJ take an
eccentric and colourful beauty salon
onstage, where creation and fantasy
have no limit.
The show combines hairdressing and art,
and invites the audience to participate
in a unique transformation and bring to
life incredible characters. Meanwhile
the energy of the music infuses the
atmosphere and creates an exotic
soundtrack, adding dimension and
colour to the creation of the hairstyles.

The recycling
The recycling and transformation of
quotidian things into unique objects
gives the final touch to the stunning head
sculptures, created live on the more
da¬ring members of the public.
Decorative elements can be made
according to the theme or necessities
of each event or festival.
The complicity arising between the
company and the public as they explore
their own limits opens a gap in
established norms and rules.
The street, festive atmosphere and
music encourage and facilitate this
openness, creating a bond that
transcends culture and age.

The success of this innovative proposal
in the area of street theatre has led the
company on tour for many years. It has
taken part in important street theatre,
dance and music festivals, as well as
inaugurations and events in Spain and
throughout Europe, and has travelled to
further regions such as Brazil, Mexico,
Russia, Emirates, Asia, Canada and
Australia.

Fixa Artística
Artistic hairdressers:
Fafá Franco, Tatiana da Silveira y Sonia
Lahoz

Dj:
Nick Prescott

Headdress Design:
Fafá Franco, Cécile Ribas y Mª Fernanda
del Pino

Design & Production of Decorative Pieces:
Mª Fernanda del Pino Diseño

Costume Design:
Cécile Ribas y Valeria Civil

Costume production:
Goretti Sastreria Teatral y Valeria Civil

Stage equipment:
Épica

Graphic and Web Design:
Yael Olave, Marco Rubiol y Daniel Rojas

Photography:
Bill Muir, Pep Mayugo, Renata Faccenda,
Henry Krull, PetaZeta Photo, Elena Kuroda,
Nuria Estremera, Beatriz Moya y Edi Barcelo

Video:
Teo Campus – El gato visual
Production:
Sienta la Cabeza

¡An artistc hairdressing show show
with a musical groove!

SIENTA
LA CABEZA

Fafá Franco
M +34 610 003 801
info@sientalacabeza.com
www.sientalacabeza.com

